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Learning features of Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse Students
Rank the following that can help CLD learners in learning mathematics better
A-Drilling on lots of exercises
B-Learning with visual aids
C-Learning by doing / making / creating
D-Learning with games
E-Helping them to improve on language competency
F-Seeking parents’ helps
G-Others (if any. Please elaborate)

Sample answer: B, G, D, E, F, A, C (G: Peers’ help, good teaching, caring from 
teachers)



Activities First

First Session
Task 1: Snakes and Ladders
Task 2: Japanese Multiplication
Task 3: Egyptian Multiplication
Task 4: Egyptian Division
Exercise Counts

Second Session – Mathigon (Polypad)
Task 5: Abacus or Rekenrek
Task 6: Number Tiles 
Task 7: Fraction Bars
Exercise Counts



Snakes and Ladders

• Introduction 
• ‘Snakes and Ladders’ is an Ancient Indian Board games called Moksha 

Patam. There are 100 grid squares in a board. The traditional ‘Snakes and 
Ladders’ linked with Hindu Philosophy, Karma and Kama (meaning destiny 
and desire). See Figure 1. Images of different virtues are placed in the grids 
and there are snakes and ladders connecting different grids. This inspired 
game was first introduced to Victorian England in 1892. It became popular 
to children and it was used as a tool in teaching good deeds versus bad.  
Seen then, numerous versions of Snakes and Ladders have been created 
with different needs such as learning counting and having fun. Figure 2 
shows a basic Snakes and Ladders boards that can help students in learning 
counting of number to 100. 





Japanese Multiplication – Visual way of 
learning
• https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a32131826/ancient-

multiplication-method/

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a32131826/ancient-multiplication-method/


Egyptian multiplication and division –
Alternative algorithm
• Multiplication 
• https://www.cut-the-

knot.org/Curriculum/Algebra/EgyptianMultiplication.shtml

• Division
• https://www.fothergillmsmc.com/uploads/9/1/5/1/9151996/lecture_

3_-_egyptian_multiplication__division.pdf

https://www.cut-the-knot.org/Curriculum/Algebra/EgyptianMultiplication.shtml
https://www.fothergillmsmc.com/uploads/9/1/5/1/9151996/lecture_3_-_egyptian_multiplication__division.pdf


Tasks

• You have 5-10 minutes to research on 
Task 1: Snakes and Ladders – Design activities on the game – snakes 
and ladders (e.g. Create a snakes and ladders board; create a game)
Task 2: Japanese multiplication (what is it? how can it be introduced?) 
Task 3: Egyptian multiplication (what is it? how can it be introduced?) 
Task 4: Egyptian division (what is it? how can it be introduced?) 
Each teacher saves your files (PowerPoint, Word, Images, etc.) in the 
Google folder 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvEIKV1yfh9XWB8i6Q_zqvCJtl
p57w4M?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvEIKV1yfh9XWB8i6Q_zqvCJtlp57w4M?usp=sharing


Exercise Counts

• How can be design suitable exercises for students after the activities 
or games in the lesson?

• Can it be sustainable?

- Games as exercises
- Competition as exercises



Exercise Counts - Games as exercises

• Example 1:
Playing the Snakes and Ladders (Counting; Skip counting), What if we 
modify the game and add specific requirement to students? E.g. a 
playing staying at 32 and rolls a ’5’; the player has to say 5 numbers, 33, 
34, 35, 36 and 37; it lands on 37.



Exercise Counts - Games as exercises

• Example 2:
Playing dice game (Exercises in practicing multiplication)
2 players play alternatively; they have a blank grid; a player rolls to 2 
dice and marks a rectangle on the grid. E.g. the two dice shows 4 and 6. 
The player needs to colour a 4x6 or 6x4 rectangle and write down the 
number sentence. 



Exercise Counts - Competition as exercises

• Example 3:
Dice Game Competition (P4 arithmetic Operation)
Roll 3 or 4 10-faced dice. The student should as many number 
sentences as possible in 3 minutes. 
Mental Math Competition (P3 multiplication)
Set 20 Quizizz multiplication questions (2-digit number times 1-digit 
number) for 10 consecutive days. They have to complete the quiz in 2 
minutes. It helps students to develop basic skills when they learn 
division – testing for quotient. 



Change in Teacher Mindset

• Teachers are not teaching students how to do the exercises. 
• Teachers design games with learning purposes; teach students the 

game rule; set a good environment for playing games (such as Math 
corner); provide guidelines for parents so that they know how to play 
with their children. 
• To make it sustainable – teachers should equipment oneself with the 

knowledge of ‘Assessment as Learning’. Think about how you can 
teach students to check their own works without teachers’ help.



Rekenrek

Rekenrek videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4_YvwpIQwU

The Rekenrek was designed 
by Adrian Treffers from 
Holland to support the 
natural development of 
number sense in children. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiYgE_NWB60


Mathigon - Polypad

• https://mathigon.org/polypad

• Task 5: Abacus or Rekenrek (Design mission cards for students)
• Task 6: Number Tiles (Create an artwork and explain how you can 

count the number of tiles very fast; Can we provide visual images for 
students in learning division? How about dividing 3-digit numbers by 
a 2-digit number?)
• Task 7: Fraction Bars (How can we make use of fraction bars to learn 

division of fraction?)

https://mathigon.org/polypad


Tasks 

• Explore the tasks in about 5 -10 minutes. Capture the images of your 
works and save it in the shared Google Folder: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvEIKV1yfh9XWB8i6Q_zqvCJ
tlp57w4M?usp=sharing

• Present your ideas on the tasks.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RvEIKV1yfh9XWB8i6Q_zqvCJtlp57w4M?usp=sharing


Exercise Counts

• How can ‘Exercise Counts’ be done with online learning or blended 
learning?

• Can these tools be used for self-checking? (Assessment as Learning)
• Is working on these tools an exercise? 



Exercise Counts – Math apps as exercises

• Suggestion for homework
• Screen capture the score of Prime Smash as weekly homework. (P4 or 

P5)
• Screen capture the result page of the app ‘現在幾點呢？’ as daily 

homework for a week.



An example in developing self-checking skill 
with online tools
• In an exercise, you are practicing a skill, with the goal of mastering that skill.

An example - Using Number Tiles
Assign a Polypad in your library to students. Suppose there are 35 tiles scattered 
around. 
How many tiles are there? How do you know? Capture an image to show it.
When the tiles are shared among 3 students, how many tiles does each student 
get? How many tiles are left? Write down a number sentence to represent it. 
Capture an image to show it. 
This exercise trains students the skill in relating the tiles with division visually. This 
skill can be used in ‘Assessment as Learning’.
Teachers can give students a normal division exercise with 10 questions as 
homework. During the lesson, students use Number Tiles to check their works.



Change in Teacher Mindset

• Teachers are not teaching students how to do the exercises. 
• Teachers explore different apps and assign homework with these 

apps. 
• Teachers teach students how to use some web applets and set 

different tasks / projects / worksheets for students. 
• To make it sustainable – teachers should equipment oneself with the 

knowledge on ‘Task Design’. Think about how you can design a 
worksheet so that students can keep learning actively on himself / 
herself with the tools that teachers train them during the lesson. Also, 
think about how students can present their ideas mathematically .


